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YOU AND YOUR PUBLIC

A Guide Book to the New Career-Public

I

Relations

By VERNE BURNETT, Vice-Presrdmt in Charge of Publrc Relations, General Foods

Corporation
The ,tuff of which modern public relations is made and how you-a corporation, an institution, an
association, a small group or an individual-an
use it profitably is set forth in this highly useful
volume by one of the ablest practitioners in this field. The approach is pre-eminently sane, a sincepeople-are-like-this, here-is-what-you-can-do book. I t traces you as a public relations man from
the initial step of understanding yourself to an understanding of that complex mass of individuals
called "the public", and it applies established principles and tools to a variety of specific public
relalions problems in public, commercial and private life. A stimulating, illuminating, and sug$2.10
gestive volume every business man will profit from reading.

CONSUMER AND OPINION RESEARCH

The Questionnaire Technique

I

By ALBERT B. BLANKENSHIP, Director of Market Research, N. W. Ayer d Son, Inc.
Expert and timely are the words which properly describe this explanation of the how, when and
why of questionnaire preparation, operation and interpretation because businessmen are turning
increasingly to this form of inquiry to get the data vital to the success of their post-war methods
of merchandising. Gives businessmen precise, step-by-step directions on how to conduct surveys
that produce dependable answers to their problems. "This is an extremely well-organized, comprehensive and easily understood volume", says HARRYH. FIELD, Director, National Opinion
I{errurch Center. "It strikes me as being an unusually effective, practical, down-to-earth treatment
of the subject," says HENRY WEAVER,Director, Consumer Research Division, General Motors
Corporation. "The best thing in its field so HENRY HENRY C. LINK, Tbe Psychological Corporation. "Timely . . . will help businessmen frame and test questionnaires that will affect their
$3.00
nlethods of conducting business after the war."-Printers'
Ink.
I

"Both o f these books should be read by every
thoughtful American."-N. Y . TIMES

GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS TOMORROW

A Public Relations Program

By DONALD R. RICHBERG
"This book should be read by everyone," says A. D. WHITESIDE,President of Dunn d Bradstreet . . . by everyone whose worst fears for the future of America are expressed in the one
The former head of the N R A here tells what businessmen must do to
word "bureaucracy."
establish a relationship with government which will balance the scale between government control and free private enterprise. "A very clear statement of the problems which must be met
if we are nor to lose the peace here in America," says PAUL G. HOFFMAN, President, Stude$2.50
baker Corporation.

GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS AND VALUES
By BEARDSLEY RUML, Treasurer, R. H. Mary S Company
No statement of the proper roles of public government and of the "private" government of
business and industry is to be compared with this one for brevity, clarity, and breadth
of vision. Here ohe citizen who almost single-handed is responsible for putting income taxes
on a pay as you go basis offers a timely prescription for today's government-business tug of
war and he shows how the endorsement of certain values basic to harmony in their relationship can resolve growing differences and assure us all a more secure and prosperous post-war
America. "This beautifully lucid, fundamental, practical and statesmanlike and warmly
human brochure should certainly have world wide circulation," says FRANK P. O'HARE,
noted reviewer for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

i

(

Order these books from your boohtore or direct from

HARPER & BROTHERS

49 East ~ 3 r dStreet

New YorL, N. Y.

ABSTRACTS AND ANNOTATIONS1
By E. H. McCLELLAND
Technology Librarian, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

I

N a paper on "Bibliographic tech-

niqueW"ased
on talks to members
of the S. L. A. Pittsburgh Chapter,
Morris Schrero very ably covered the subject of form and arrangement of references. Though at one point I shall encroach slightly on that field, the present
endeavor is concerned not with the assembling and recording of references but
with the supplementing of these references through the media of descriptive
notes or informative digests. In the approach to this entire subject, one underlying idea should be kept constantly in
mind. The idea is not new, and it might
be called an axiom. The idea is that the
transmittal or conveying of technical information necessitates a good deal of
work for somebody. If the writer does
not do it, the reader has to.
Unfortunately, what I have to present
is none too concise but it will perhaps be
a little less rambling if, to some extent,
I discuss the annotation and the abstract
together. The same underlying principles
are operative in the preparation of both,
though the abstract and the annotation
are not for the same purpose. They are,
however, in some ways related-something like your soup and your dessert.
You don't want both at the same time and
sometimes one may be sufficient. Sometimes you crave both in addition to a lot
of other material. Both may be satisfactory if properly prepared by some one
who knows how, preferably by one who
1 Presented on November 19, 1942, a t a meeting of

t h e Science-Technology Group of t h e Pittsburgh
Chapter of Special Libraries Association.
2 Special Libraries. November, 1 9 3 9 .

understands the materials with which he
is working.
A good deal of attention has been given
t o having the author supply an abstract
of his own paper. This is a little like admitting that everybody can do some cooking. Some abstracts "cooked up" by the
authors are very good, and they are likely
to be uniformly better than if prepared by
an inexperienced and unskilled person,
but often they lack the flavor of the personal work of an expert. The specialist
in any technical field is not necessarily
an expert in abstracting, just as the person who grows the finest apples is not
necessarily the best person to make a pie.
D I F F E R E N C E BIYWEEN A B S T R A C T I N G
AND ANNOTATING

The abstract and the annotation have a
few things in common. Both should assume that the user will read the title of
the work and should avoid repetition of
the information given therein. The abstract (dealing with a magazine article or
a short publication) is usually longer
than an annotation (which characterizes
a book or a lengthy publication).
The purpose of the abstract is to digest or summarize the original-to present concisely the information contained,
and, in the ideal case, to obviate the necessity of going to the original. The function of the abstract is not at all the same
as that of the book review. Its use is
oftenest with magazine articles or short
publications. O n the other hand the purpose of the annotation is to characterize
the original and primarily to help the
prospective reader decide whether it is
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worth his while to go to the original. I n
this respect its function is exactly that of
the book review, so an annotation for a
book is really a review in miniature.
Obviously it is not usually feasible to
abstract a book. You cannot abstract an
arithmetic. You cannot even abstract the
multiplication table. You can write a
descriptive annotation c h a r a c t e r i z i n g
either of them. So in abstract journals we
find occasionally merely an annotation
saying that an article is not adapted to
abstracting.
Both the abstract and the annotation
should be concise ; primarily, to save time
for the user; secondarily, to save cost of
printing if the material is to be printed
( I certainly consider this to be secondary.
because printing or typing will occur only
once, while nobody knows how many
times a published abstract will be used).
The annotation should characterize the
original clearly. The abstract should convey the content of the original so that
there shall be no ambiguity; no possibility of misunderstanding. A specification
for this procedure can be given in four
words: Be bricf. Be clear. This is all
there is to the matter.
Perhaps we cannot specify how to be
brief and how brief to be, but the case is
very different with the matter of how to
be clear. A volume could be written on
that; in fact, many volumes have been
written on it. Some of the older ones
were called "grammars". Certainly much
can be done by carefully rereading what
we write, preferably at a later time, to
see that every statement conveys its intended meaning and that it cannot possibly have any other meaning.
GUIDES FOR ABSTRACTING

Workers at Mellon Institute of Industrial Research have developed several
blank forms of a high degree of excellence for recording abstracts, providing
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space for the abstract proper and spaces
for evaluative notes, thus performing also
the function of a descriptive annotation.
These blanks are primarily in a form for
keeping detailed information in a file
rather in form to be published.
With published abstracts an admirable
piece of work is done by Chemical abstracts, when we consider the magnitude
of the undertaking and the great number
of abstractors whose work has to be reconciled by the editor. Nearly 4,000
periodicals are now examined by more
than 400 abstractors. F o r the assistance
of abstractors, the editor has produced an
excellent guide giving minute details considering both form and content. This
guide includes a list of abbreviations used
in abstracts. This works pretty well because the abbreviations are few in number; they represent common words of
frequent occurrence (concentration, precipitation), they are standardized, they
are used consistently, and they are all
identified. The last point is the important
one; abbreviations are acceptable only
when the reader is told what they mean.
Probably some of you have written abstracts for publication in other journals
which lack the specific instruction and the
definitely formulated policy of Chemical
abstracts. With some of these journals a
hazard exists in the editor's tendency to
abstract the abstracts. Sometimes the
changing or deletion of a single word may
impair the meaning. After you have
boiled something down as far as possible
-achieved the maximum concentrationwhat happens if you boil it a little more?
You burn it. I have occasionally seen
the writer of an abstract "burned up" by
editorial changes. Another common hazard is the editorial tendency to supply a
"snappy" new title instead of the original.
I n general, in either abstracts or annotations, several brief statements are bet-
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ter than one long one. Editors of some
abstract journals insist that every statement shall be a complete sentence. This
leads to longer statements and usually to
sentences in the passive voice, such as
"Design and operation are dealt with".
Certainly you get the same information,
more quickly, from the statement "Deals
with design and operation". Writing in
complete sentences does not seem to me to
be an essential of abstracting or annotating. If with a book entitled "The steamengine," we amplify the title with the
note "British. Restricted to design. Requires calculus," we have in six words
given the reader some help in deciding
whether he wants the book.
Some editors insist on inclusion of the
author's name or at least his initial in
complete sentences in the body of the
abstract. Sometimes this is confusing. In
an abstract of a paper by Smith and Carpenter you read "S and C" and for a
fraction of a second interpret it as sulphur and carbon. This confusion will be
increased by the modern tendency to omit
the period after an abbreviation. If a reference cites the name of an author we
ought to be able to get along without repetition of that name in the abstract. As
Will Rogers once said about the insistence on birth certificates, "If a man is at
the door asking for work it ought to be
re:lsonable to assume that he has been
born."
It might be argued that a work in a foreign language should be annotated or abstracted in the same language, but, for us,
the argument is not a very weighty one.
O u r catalogues and records are primarily for readers of English. Though it has
nothing directly to do with actual writing
of annotations or abstracts I offer the
opinion that, when at all feasible, a title
in a reference should be in the original
language (the ideal way would be to give
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a translation, also) and should be cited exactly and in full. I n his talks on bibliography, Mr. Schrero developed this idea
and the reasons for it but I an1 ~ntroducing it again, advisedly, because I feel exactly as he does about it, and it cannot be
mentioned too often. I n published material. of course, it is usually irnpracticable to print in any type requiring other
than Roman characters, and it is burdensome to print in any foreign language, but
that does not decrease the desirability.
Sometimes a title is so lengthy that
there is a temptation to abbreviate it, but,
if the title is informative, the information
given there will save space in the abstract.
Unfortunately, some titles are so bad that
any change would be an improvement, but
sometime? that seem5 true also of the
author's name and we have no more right
to change one than the other. In a reference, a title which departs from the
original is very likely to cause trouble for
some one. This year I made an index to
a volume of a trade journal in which the
same author has three papers with titles
varying by only one or two words. If
these appear in indexes or abstract journals without exact citation of titles, the
man who orders a photostat copy is in
danqer of receiving the wrong article.
Traditionally the abstract should merely
reveal accurately the content of the original. Its purpose is to report. not to
characterize or to present opinion, and
therefore it is not critical. With a doubtful statement, the abstractor may go as
far as to insert a question mark in square
brackets ( [sic] if he is quoting) or, if
the original says that a falling body falls
20 feet the first second, or that water boils
at 20 degrees F., the abstractor may insert the correct value in square brackets.
Writing a good abstract is, of course,
greatly facilitated by a good original article. If the original is clear and logically
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developed, with the ideas or events arranged in orderly sequence, and if the
style is good enough t o impress you or
even to interest you, the abstract will
pretty well take care of itself. Unfortunately we do not find enough papers of
this kind. Half a year ago I read in the
Atlantic monthly a short article-one of
the best little essays I have read in years.
I t impressed me because I agreed with
the things it said and, after all, for most
of us, that is the criterion of a good book
or a good article. Because of its clear and
admirable presentation and because of
my interest, I could now, in about three
minutes, give you a fair abstract of that
article. Since then, I have read hundreds
of other articles from most of which I
could not give you a single thought. I f
an article is so written that it cannot be
thoroughly understood, the abstract is
likely to suffer therefrom, for certainly
no one can make a thing clearer than it
is to himself. So both the quality of the
original and the degree of our interest
and our understanding are factors in the
preparation of our abstracts.
Thought never listed as a requisite, a
sense of humor is a good qualification for
an abstractor. Occasionally a purely facetious article is clever enough to find itself
a place in a technical journal, and in a
few instances an abstractor with no funnybone has failed to see the humor and
has seriously prepared his abstract and
turned it in for publication. A few of
these have actually been published !
GUIDES FOR ANNOTATIONS

I n the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
"annotations" for scientific and technical
books are written by the Technology Department, but the Catalogue Department
previously supplies (on the "official"
card), information (which will be printed
in the same small type as the annotation),
which serves also for the guidance of the
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reader and which would otherwise have
to be embodied in the annotation. This
service indicates the existence, and, if
feasible, the extent of all bibliographies;
it gives the required information if a
publication supersedes an earlier one, if
an earlier edition has a different title,
if the material has appeared in whole
or in part in a journal, if the content
is in several languages, if there is a
discrepancy in the binder's title, or if
the book is reproduced from typewritten
copy. The last of these is an important
point. There is now a multitude of meaningless names for the various modifications of planographic printing. I t is not
important for the reader to be told that a
publication is said to be "lithoprinted".
I t is important for him to know that it
may be hard to read because reproduced
directly from a typewritten original.
An annotation may or may not be required. If the title and subtitle tell all
that is desirable, there is no necessity f o r
going further. Very often, however, for
definite characterization, the annotation
will have to amplify, or interpret, or even
contradict the title. Many authors seem
to be concerned only with creating titles
which will be appealing. Frequently these
prove to be concealing rather than revealing. D. 0 . Woodbury's "Glass giant of
Palomar" suggests a fairy tale. Neither
the title nor any one of the fanciful chapter headings gives any indication that the
book is about the 200-inch telescope at
PaIomar Mountain observatory. Annotation must take care of this. Occasionally
with a title saying " . . . illustrated
with photographs", contradiction is desirable because there are no photographs.
With technical books, at least, even titles which are perfect as far as they go,
are seldom sufficiently revealing. W e have
had many books entitled merely "The gas
engine." One may be for the student who
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should be given the fundamental principles ; another may be for the designer who
wants only the mathematical theory; a
third, for the man who is running an engine in a power-plant and is interested
only in operation, troubles and remedies.
The duty of the annotator is t o reveal
this information. Sometimes it is desirable to let it be known that one book does
not go beyond arithmetic and that another
presupposes knowledge of calculus.
The single word "British" is frequently
helpful ("British", by the way, is the
word to use since a book may be English
without being British) because in many
fields, British practice and terminology
differ greatly from ours. This is unimportant to the man who knows, but is a
real obstacle to the beginner. No criticism
is implied; American books are equally
disadvantageous in England. I n stating
that it is British, the service is exactly
that which we give with a polyglot work
when our annotation tells the reader that
the content is in English, French, and
German; or with a Russian work where
we transliterate the title but say "In
Russian".
Annotations might advantageously tell
more than they usually do about authors.
Surely the reader will be served by knowing whether a book is by a professor of
structural engineering or a village blacksmith, and whether a book on hygiene is
by an M. D, in actual practice or an A. B.
teaching in a high school. W e always
have many books of comprehensive scope
compiled by teachers who may know only
a little about some of the subjects. W e
had them on nature study, then on general science, then, with a gesture towards
the rising sun, as orientation courses. A t
present they are more likely to be called
"Our world to-day", or "The universe
day after to-morrow".
Sometimes we
cannot easily and cheaply find out any-
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thing about the author. I've never used
that in an annotation, though I've been
tempted.
One thing that is often overlooked is
that the function of the annotation should
be to inform, ?tot to coax people to read
the books. Often, the annotation should
help to counteract the publishers' blurbs
or their repetition in titles, but many annotated lists issued by library associations
or by individual libraries, list worthless
books with no word of criticism. The
basis of selection and annotation apparently is the premise that there are no poor
books. These lists are eagerly seized and
used by other libraries and thus do irreparable harm, because any list at all is
accepted unquestionably and unthinkingly by many libraries.
In permanent records, especially public
catalogues, many things must be handled
with caution. Such terms as "best" and
"well illustrated" and "up to date" do not
stand the test of time. Comparison of
books on the same subject is very helpful
and sometimes inviting, but vulnerable to
the variation in new editions. W e may
hope that these are taken care of by indicating the date of publication, but this is
not a complete safeguard for the unobservant reader.
Occasionally a book may merit annotation for a feature which is only secondary or incidental. A rather uncommon case is a book which is undeniably
for the expert, but in which the author
in his introduction or elsewhere has presented information which the layman
should not be allowed to overlook. A recent instance is a book on statistical
methods in physics. Beyond the first
chapter probably very few of us here
could read any one entire page intelligently, but the first chapter gives an
admirable cross-section of what the
science of physics is supposed to do, and
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of the relation of this book t o the whole
field-something
which every specialist
knows, but which is seldom expressed
with equal clarity and conciseness. Therefore, our catalogue card has the title and
annotation as follows :
Lindsay, R. B.
Introduction to physical statistics.
Bricf hut rather rigorous treatment. Presupposes a foundation of theoretical physics,
but even the beginner can profitably read the
introductory statements regarding the methods
of physics, the distinction between dynamical and statistical theory, and the reasons
for a statistical approach.
I M P A I R M E N T OF ENGIJSH

SPEECH

O u r newspapers and magazines are
filled with examples of ambiguity-things
that we cannot understand immediately or
be sure that we understand at all. Some
of us may think that this has nothing to
do with the language of science. The sad
thing is that it does. A lot of loose talk
about scientific language overlooks the
fact that aside from technical terminology
and specific nomenclature, the language
of science is exactly the language of
everyday speech. O u r main vehicle for
conveying scientific information is the
English language.
Of the various factors contributing to
the impairment of English speech, three
are today increasingly conspicuous :
1. Ignorance and unintelligence in
compounding (the use of the hyphen).
2. Acceptance of new terms, blindly
and complacently, giving no thought
at all to whether they are accurate,
or meaningful or necessary.
3. Avoidance of the ordinary connectives of English speech (prepositions and conjunctions).

1. Compounding.
Newspapers and magazines are filled
with examples of helplessness in the use
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of the hyphen. One which used to be
common was "Notre Dame-Carnegie
Tech" where the only existing connection
is "Dame-Carnegie." Another, in the
Post-gazette recently announcing a fight
is "Tony Ross, Jr.-Armitage" with six
elements rather unsuccessfully connected
by a single hyphen. "All-western Pennsylvania Team" is a strain on your geography, and "Ex-Senator Hurler Dies" is
a test of your knowledge of senators until
you discover that the deceased was a
former "hurler" ( a slang term for a baseball pitcher) f o r the "Senators" ( a nickname for a IVashington team).
If this stupid compounding did not go
farther than the newspapers it wouldn't
make much difference, but Newsweek of
November 9, 1942, has these combinations: ". . . the George KaufmanMoss Hart stage history", and " . . . an
Emily Post-like directive." Recent books
and articles give a good deal of attention
t o the "sub-machine gun". A machinegun works mechanically or like a machine,
so the new weapon should work submechanically or like a submachine, whatever that might mean.
2. New terms.
For new ideas and new products, we
constantly need new words ; but we might
not need so many if we were more careful to use existing words with a little
more precision. What I want to stress
here (with little hope of doing it adequately) is the burden placed on clear
expression by reason of the great American tendency to accept any new word
without raising the slightest question as
to whether it is ambiguous, incorrect or
unnecessary.
Most frequently these arise in popular
speech-a maudlin newspaper man coins
a term, or a speaker with a limited vocabulary uses an incorrect form for an
existing word. Almost without excep-
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tion we adopt these words, giving no expression "and/orm (always written in
thought at all to their accuracy or pro- fractional form, and over o r ) a remnant
priety. Eventually they do permeate our of legal usage now being repudiated by
serious scientific statements. Many are the more intelligent of the lawyers, but
now so imbedded in the language that we just being discovered by a few undiscrimaccept not what they mean but what they inating engineers and written into specifiare intended to mean. Here are two cations.
actual quotations : "The speed of any . . .
One word, far too deeply intrenched in
motor can be checked by a speed indi- our language is "questionnaire". A s far
cator"; "Our progress must be checked back as we need to worry about it, the
by mathematics." T h e Saturday evening English language has had the word "dicpost, in an article on shooting crows, says tionary" for a list of words and "questhat hunters have "checked" the speed of tionary" for a list of questions. French,
flying birds at 30 and at 60 miles an of course, has had the equivalent "dichour. This was not "checked" by the tionnaire" and "questionnaire", but there
shotgun, but by calculation. I n none of has never been the slightest reason for
these statements is the language clear our adopting either of the French terms.
enough to let us know whether "check"
But somebody, probably a psychologist,
means "record" or "retard". One ex- "discovered" the French "questionnaire",
pression which we frequently encounter and, instead of using his head, he used the
is "slow-speed" engine. A very recent word. In the use of the word, and the
book on aviation has a section on "slow- use of the method, librarians have probspeed flights". Speeds are not "fast" or ably manifested as high a coefficient of
"slow"; they are high or low. Exactly foolishness as the members of any other
the same error appears in "warm" or profession. Of all the thousands of lists
"cold" temperatures. A very common of questions which have been circulated
fault is with the word "data". I t is fre- (and all too infrequently thrown into
quently mispronounced and not infre- waste-baskets) have you ever seen one
quently used in the singular, but the most correctly called a "questionary"? Probcoinmon fallacy is in using it at all. By ably not. because
definition it is almost equivalent to
People who make the lists
Don't know the word exists.
"etceteran-"what
we say when we don't
The
French
word, of course, did not
know what else t o say." Certainly nine
find
its
way
into
any good English dictimes out of ten we can more nearly contionary-not
before
the recent Webster.
vey the intended meaning by one of perI
t
was
omitted
not
because
it was new but
haps a dozen other words-constants, dibecause
it
didn't
belong
in
English. The
mensions, values. figures, facts, or the
criterion
of
lexicographers
was always
vaguer terms, records, results, or tables.
that
a
word
should
be
in
English
speech
Occasionally we find a table with a color
print,
properly.
I
n
the
current
Webster
umn of ages headed "age data" as if that
made it more definite. One argument for it seems to be that a word shall be in
using the word "data" is that it is brief; English speech or print, period. S o you
it saves space. A little more space could will find the French "questionnaire" just
be saved by omitting it. If a thing is as you will find sanction of "data" as a
worth recording at all, it is worth record- singular form, and such words as "deing accurately. Another silly term is the pendability", used for years, but incor-
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rectly, and thus not recognized by Iexicographers.
T h e same influence was operative here
years ago when we grabbed the French
word "garage", so that we would have a
specific name for the new structure : but it
was nothing of the sort. In the French,
one meaning of garage was a shed or
shelter, and if a Frenchman wanted to be
specific he specified garage for an automobile. Now I do not know what word
the German uses but he would probably
build u p a word meaning "house where
a self-propelled vehicle is backed in, the
engine shut off and the vehicle stored
until you want to use it again." W e say
this is unwieldy, but to the person who
knows the language it is not unwieldy.
and it is all German. That is why the
German language, as a150 the French,
seems to maintain its standard of purity
while ours does not.
Recently Americans have seized several
German words, using them avidly,
thoughtlessly, and much of the time, incorrectly. One is Ersatz. Another is
Blitzkrieg. One statement not concerned
with warfare but with a sales campaign
said "This Blitzkrieg has been going on
for two weeks" thus impairing the idea
of any lightning-like procedure. I mention it here because it is appearing in our
technical literature in such grotesque
forms a s "blitzed" and "blitzing" (just
as we find "strafed" and "strafing"). A
forestry journal has an article on "blitz
on holly" referring merely to vandalism.
-4 recent book is entitled "Principles of
scientific blitzing; a study in human
engineering; scientific principles of decreasing time lag"--a
15-word title
which tells approximately nothing. Certainly "decreasing time lag" is meaningless. I t isn't clear whether there is a
natural decrease or whether the author
has developed some way of reducing it.
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In either case I don't know what "time
lag" means; "lag" in itself implies the
element of time.
T h e speech of any people, of course, is
always an accurate reflection of the intellectual and moral status of that people
brrt, right now, it is rather difficult to
understand the eagerness to accept the
German appellations for scores of terms
(submarine. e. g.) for which we have
perfectly good English words. I n the history of language, the large increments
from foreign tongues usually come when
a conqueror inlposes his language on the
vanquished, o r "when one people becomes
the pupil of another in respect of its
civilization."
Similarly we grasp needlessly at French
terms. Every day we hear of an official
"con~n~uniquP"or read of "matCriel" as
if these words had some specific military
significance (usually we mispronounce
them and print them without accents, so
that there is no such word in any language). If a Frenchman speaks of war
material he says "materiel de guerre".
Every day we hear the phrase "for the
duration". I t doesn't say anything hut
everyone accepts it and understands that
it means "during the war". Not necessarily. I have a t home now the proof of
an unpublished paper in which the author
tells of work begun years ago and finished last year. H e <ays the work was
more arduous because he could not keep
the entire staff "for the duration". H e
means "during the job", which like "during the war" is shorter and is explicit;
though of course, some of the boys who
tell you they are giving u p somethin?
"for the duration" may be surprised to
find out that the "duration" lasts a lot
longer than the war. Other word5 findin?
their way into technical literature include
"contactees",
"eventors", "presearch".
"recessities" and "renovizing."
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Some years ago, a. man who was energetic, competent and successful in a responsible position was slangily referred
to as a "stem-winder", and certainly the
stem-winder was a great advance over
the key-winding mechanism; but our
language seems to have suffered some
mechanical retrogression, for today this
sort of fellow is always referred to as a
"key" man.
I am not particularly opposed to the
use of slang, but even with slang it should
be possible to use some discrimination.
Some terms are peculiarly apt and expressive. Others possess only novelty
and are totally inexpressive when new.
There is little likelihood of their becoming more meaningful with the lapse of
time. Some surveillance and scrutiny of
scientific literature not yet written is desirable, to see that not quite so many
new terms come into use unless they are
useful and understandable. Prevention
is the best remedy.
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tions". T h e meanings are so elusive that,
even if we finally decipher them, they
waste time for us. A recent title consisting of four nouns is "Rudder control mechanism sequence." Others are
"Thread pitch diameter gage" and "Deep
pot type salt bath furnace."
But ambiguity is not entirely a matter
of the number of nouns. A rather recent
book has a section entitled "Interviewing
mechanics".
Interview is a transitive
verb so this ought to mean interviewing
of mechanics; but the author hopes it
means mechanics of interviewing. Here,
he has not only used words awkwardly
but he has not even chosen his words
wisely. "Mechanics" is not involved at
all ; "routine", "procedure", "technique"
or "method" of interviewing would be
better.
A very recent book has the title "Plant
Production Control" made up of three
nouns, but we can only guess at the meaning. The most logical conjecture would
be that it is horticultural and deals with
3. Ontission of connectives.
propagation of plants. Actually, it aims
Probably the greatest of all obstacles to be an aid to maximum production of
to intelligibility is the omission of con- goods in an industrial plant. Another
nectives (prepositions and conjunctions), book is entitled "Advertising Production
usually resulting in a noun modifying an- Methods"-again
three nouns.
other noun. This, unfortunately, is just
One of the best printing journals in
as common in technical literature as in America runs regularly a page giving
newspapers. Science, a few months ago, some of the worst advice in the world
had something about "tooth decay" and on compounding, punctuation and other
"child health".
W e understand this problems of style in printing. The editor
pretty well, as we may understand "swim of that page refers to this construction
suit" and even longer groups of nouns ( a noun modifying a noun) as a "noun
such as "air raid shelter zone", but the of identification".
Unfortunately, as
trouble is that we are acquiring a habit often as not, the result is not identificaand accepting a practice which inevitably tion at all, but confusion and mystificaresults in some expressions which cannot tion.
be understood.
Frequently some one characterizes
A new book is entitled "Navigation French as the language of clarity. Withcourse" which might mean either a course out knowing much about either language,
to be navigated or a course to be studied ; I venture to say that as far as the structanother has a chapter on "Force rela- ure of the language is concerned, almost
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without exception any thought can be expressed in English just as clearly as in
French if we are willing to write as carefully as the Frenchman habitually does.
I n some parts of Quebec the French
tongue predominates and in the settlements the signs are in French; though
occasionally they are willing to concede a
less pretentious sign in English. I n one
village I remember a sign saying "Bayview Hotel", and above it a more conspicuous sign in French, "Hotel de la Vue
de la Baie". The average American will
say, "That's too long." But he is changing the subject; what we were talking
about was not brevity but clarity. So we
go on and build up expressions like
"Bayview Hotel 'bus service time schedule''-a
very delightful "phrase" of six
words, all nouns, requiring a spoonful of
connectives to straighten it out; but by
this time it has gone a little beyond us
and no one but the person who wrote it
knows just how to straighten it out.
CONCLUSIONS

Some of you are probably wondering
just what this has to do with the abstracting of technical literature. A recent preprint issued by one of our most important
technical societies is preceded by an abstract of nine lines in which there are six
instances of omission of proper connectives resulting in a noun modifying a noun.
T h e first sentence reads "The effect of
anode rotation on the current efficiency of
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the electrolytic oxidation of cerous sulfate
was studiedv-the passive voice with the
verb hidden at the end. The title has
helped us to interpret "anode rotation"
but without going further it is not possible to tell certainly what is meant by
"current efficiency". If "current" is correctly used, it is an adjective, and means
an efficiency which is current, or existent,
or in effect at the moment; but it may
(and probably does) mean the efficiency
of a current. Other terms in the abstract
are "film attrition" and "rotation speed",
though in the body of the paper we find
"rotational speed" which is unan~biguous,
so the abstractor here has done a little to
obscure the meaning. Abstracts and annotations should save time for a searcher
of the literature. Not enough time is
saved when he has to interpret hidden
meanings. Clarity consists in the choice,
rather than the number of words, and
clearness does not necessarily require
longer statements. Almost daily we see
the expression "due to the fact that".
Nothing is "due"; the idea is better expressed by the single word "because".
Conveying the maximum amount of information is highly desirable in any
abstract, but the prime desideratum is
intelligibility.
As abstractors, all that we can do is to
try to clear up existing ambiguities, to be
very sure that we do not create any new
ones and to remember, Be brief. Be clear.

O u r job is to save America for ourselves and 0u.r way
of life. T h e soul of that way of life i s the supremacy and
freedom of the individual i n a state organized to serue
him, not to enslave him.
BASIL C. WALKER.

BEAUTY AND THE BOOK
By OTTO F. EGE
The Cleveland School of Art, Cleveland, Ohio

OBLE thoughts,

even before
the invention of printing, had
found noble embodiment. Man
has always consciously added beauty to
the texts he reveres. Few of us can decipher or read the Assyrian Laws of
Ha~vzurabiimpressed in cuneiform characters on tablets of clay; the Egyptian
Book of the Dead inscribed in hieroglyphics on rolls of papyrus; the Chinese
Classics executed in superb calligraphy on
stone, silk or finest paper; or the Carolingian Golden Latin Gospels, written in
letters of burnished gold on purple dyed
vellum-but most of us are stirred by the
subtle or striking beauty that is to be
found in the abstract forms of thought
symbols and letters. The question may
arise in our minds, when we look at these
glorious heritages from the past: "Did the
art of the book lose or gain by the invention of printing with movable type five
hundred years ago ?"
All great inventions create revolutionary changes, and such changes are nearly
always first evaluated and judged in relation to their power and to the character
of their impact on the social order-the
aesthetic influence is most frequently ignored, or considered last. This is the case
because, with few exceptions, the scientist
or the inventor is more concerned with
making his new idea work well than he
is in making it beautiful. For example,
the automobile designer, shortly after the
turn of the present century, produced exceedingly efficient machines which rapidly
reshaped our whole economic life, as well
as our habits of living; but for years
these men continued adding mechanical
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gadgets to increase speed and to lower
cost, before they paid much attention to
beauty. Only yesterday was the automobile "streamlined", not to increase efficiency, but to increase sales.
With the great invention of printing
with movable type, the process was reversed. Early typographers started with
the highest art standards for their work,
and then in the course of the next few
centuries that precious quality, beauty,
became almost non-existent. This loss
cannot be justified by a greater degree of
technical efficiency, for few great developn~ents occurred in the next three
hundred years, 1450 to 1750 A. D. 'The
social force of printing, however, grew
apace.
WORK OF THE EARLY PRINTERS
The first products of the press had to
be beautiful, to compete with the illuminated manuscripts and to interest the
wealthy patrons and collectors of these
works of art. The early printers faced
many obstacles. The Sforzas of Milan,
the Medici of Florence, and Mathias Corvinus of Hungary, for years, forbade
the introduction of a printed volume in
their libraries. Alphonso I, King of
Naples, opposed to printing, founded a
private scriptorium, and engaged the best
calligraphers from several countries to
show how inferior printed books were.
Frederick, Duke of Urbino, another great
patron of manuscript writers, became
enraged when asked to grant a concession
for a printing press in his territory, and
Cardinal Bessarion, the noted Greek
scholar, spoke sneeringly of the discovery
"made by a barbarian from a German
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city." It was probably due to this keen
competition between the written and the
printed book, which existed in the third
quarter of the fifteenth century, that the
manuscript book rose again suddenly to
a fine flowering, and the printed book left
some of the finest masterpieces of all
printing history. I n this period, the monumental forty-two line Bible of Gutenberg,
and the magnificent Psaltrr of Fust and
Schoeffer appeared. I t was apparently
less difficult for these printers to produce
beauty than to sell beauty. Many a printer
established a press, made one glorious
production and then went into bankruptcy. They drew heavily upon the rich
tradition of the calligrapher's craft for
their type design, and frequently employed illuminators and rubricators to enrich the printed page with their handiwork. However, a wider market in the
moderately wealthy, had to be reached
and to accomplish this, sacrifices and
changes had to be made. The substitution of the printed initial letter for the
hand wrought one, the cutting of smaller
type faces and the use of cheaper and
thinner paper, were the solution of the
cost problem. Here we find a paradox to
modern life: the sacrifice of beauty made
for greater efficiency. for only when
books were cheaper did they become a
greater social force.
After this sacrifice, printing raised the
vernacular to the dignity of a literary
medium, for only the clergy and a limited
intelligentsia could read "holy Latin".
Printing now accelerated the social and
religious unrest of the masses which led
to the all-embracing Renaissance and the
Protestant Ref ormation-the
beginning
of our modern world. "The greatest
medieval gift to human civilization was
destined to hasten the downfall of medieval culture." There is irony in the fact
that, in the fifteenth century, without the
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early and frequently generous support of
the church, the a r t of printing might have
lain more or less dormant; and that, in
the sixteenth century, without the art of
printing which stirred the masses so
widely, thii former patron of the press,
the established church, might have survived in England and Germany. The
Church of Rome at first felt itself so
secure that it not only encouraged the
printing of doctrinal books, but it also
cooperated in the distribution of the
works of pagan classics, little realizing
that it was introducing into the minds
of men the "element of suggestion and
inquiry."
The first Italian press was established
in Subiaco when the Abbot Turrecremata
invited Schweynheym and Pannartz to
leave Germany and begin a printing office
in this monastery. The chief publications
were the works of Cicero, Caesar, Virgil,
Livy and Ovid, with only an occasional
edition of a Church Father, such as
Augustine or Jerome. A thousand miles
away. the Brothers of the Common Life
were printing cheap books in the vernacular for distribution among the masses.
With the turn of the fifteenth century,
the church became definitely alarmed at
the spread of hereqy, and the general
questioning of the infallibility of the
papacy. Censorship was imposed and I n d e x e s of Prohibited B o o k s were formulated. The inquisitorial Index of Spain
condemned 103 editions of the Bible. Ind e x e s elsewhere included the writings of
Abelard, Dante, Savonarola and Erasmus.
Book bonfires are not a modern concept,
f o r in the early days the printer, but
rarely the author since he wrote only one
text and the printer made many, was
occasionally burned with his books.
To the printer of today these social
factors may seem of little significance,
but one must realize that under such try-
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ing conditions the content of books was
of far greater importance than the format.
When the printing house was constantly
subject to search and seizure; when, at a
moment's notice, the printer had t o flee
from city to city or country t o country;
when at times the operation of the press
had to be suspended for years because of
war among the petty states, one cannot
expect a flowering of art in such a disturbed soil. Yet, what a debt we owe to
these printers of the first century of the
a r t ! Our type alloy is still based on their
mixture of bismuth, antimony, lead and
tin; our black ink, very generally, has
the same base of linseed oil and lampblack; our type designers are still
struggling to capture the mellowness and
beauty of the faces designed by Jensen
and Garamond ; and many of our binders
can do no better than borrow from or
imitate the covers made for Grolier.
These early printer-publishers were also
inventors, craftsmen, artists and frequently brilliant scholars. I t was these
men who advanced the art and mechanics
to such a degree that if a journeyman of
Gutenberg, trained in the year 1450 A. D..
had entered the printing shop of Benjamin Franklin in 1750 A. D., he could, in
less than three hours, have been busily
at work and master of all the changes
that had occurred since his work had
ended three centuries before-with
the
exception, of course, of composition in a
new language with strange characters.
EVOLUTION O F T H E ART IDEAL

The art ideal of the first period of
typography reflected the art ideal of the
manuscript book, while the art ideal of
the second period developed an industrial
art, characteristic of the printed book.
This new approach was fostered by
printers like Ratdolt, shortly after the
year 1475 A. D., who used decorative
title pages, engraved borders, elaborate
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initial letters, many colors of printing
ink and woodblock illustrations printed in
several colors. However, nearly all traces
of the manuscript tradition had disappeared by the year 1500.
Early printers, like the early scribes,
held to the ideal that a book should appeal
first to the aesthetic eye, and then to the
inquiring mind. This approach gradually
disappeared, and for several centuries
after the year 1500 millions of indifferent and characterless books were produced before a new ideal for beauty in
books arose. This new ideal was not
created in the latter part of the nineteenth
century by Morris or Cobden Sanderson
with their beautiful but "backward-looking" private presses, but by our present,
living book designers, the leader among
whom, of course, is Bruce Rogers. The
new concept, simply stated, is that the
book format, first of all, should be appropriate to the text, easy to read, easy
to hold and easy to possess. I t should
be subtly pleasing to the reader, who is
not to feel as conscious of the art as of
the text. Functional form now exists in
the book world and supplants the decorative form of earlier traditions.
The publisher, today, with his many
problems unknown to the middle ages, as
locating "best sellers" and distributing
these widely, quickly and cheaply, has
again learned to lean heavily on art. H e
is becoming more and more concerned
with the format, the selection of type
faces, the choice of paper and the reputation and ability of the illustrator. Added
to these problems are advertising costs,
author's fees, taxes, employment insurance and trade profits and discounts. A
book that retails for $2.50 must be produced for approximately one-fifth of that
amount. This paltry sum, when compared
with the cost, shall we say, of a portable
Biblc manuscript volume of the thir-
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teenth century-which
earlier writers
said was the equivalent of a laborer's
wage for eighteen years, or the cost of
building one of the stone arches of London Bridge-shows
rather convincingly
that the a r t of a modern book is not the
least of our modern miracles.
The a r t of the book of today cannot
be compared with that of the middle ages.
Volumes of different centuries can be
contrasted and understood only in relation to the manner of their production and
in relation to the "time spirit" in which
they were created. I t is difficult for the
modern mind to conceive realistically the
spirit of life in a medieval monastic community. O u r complex, tense society contrasts oddly with the protected, simple
routine existence in most of those
"brotherhoods" and "sisterhoods" of the
Gothic period. Their books were produced for two reasons: to supply those
actually needed by the order and to provide work for idle hands and idle minds.
Books planned to be used upon the altar
were lavishly ornate with gold and
colored decorations, most carefully written on the finest skins, and encased in
sumptuous bindings. Books of other types,
probably including textbooks, were generally ha-tily written on cheapest materials.
CONTRIBUTION O F THE MONASTIC ORDERS

There were as many types of monastic
orders in Europe in those days as later
there mere political parties. The exceedingly wealthy endowed orders like the
Renedictine and the "Congregation of
Cluny" contrasted strangely with the
mendicant orders like the Franciscan and
Dominican, which subsisted on the alms
of the faithful. It is to the former orders,
especially the Benedictine. that we are
indebted for a large number of the finer
manuscripts.
Unlike the life of the modern printers,
which is controlled by state and union
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codes only during his working hours, the
life of the scribe in a monastery was regulated and rigidly controlled by the rules
of the order from "3:45 A. M., Rise to
8.45 P. M., Retire". H e attended Matins
at 4.00 A. M., Vespers after supper, and
a t least three other chapel services every
day. H e was allowed time for a siesta
daily, and in the wealthier monasteries
a quota of a minimum of a gallon of ale
in addition to six eggs, with mullet,
flounder or herring, if obtainable in the
markets. Butcher's meat was generally
forbidden, except for the sick. St. Augustine apparently thrived on this fare,
judging from the picture that has come
down to us, showing him seated at his
writing table from which a circular section had been cut to accommodate his
enormous girth. In the wealthier monastic
houses, all menial work was delegated to
paid servants, who in some cases, outnumbered the brethren by fifty per cent.
The scribe, therefore, was relieved of the
tedious preparation of his writing materials and tools. A number of servants,
or the novitiates, carefully prepared the
parchment and vellum skins by scraping
them, polishing them with pumice stone.
cutting them to the right size and pricking holes along the margin with a spiked
metal wheel for the ruled guides which
were then made with a metal stylus.
Others prepared the ink by mixing bone
black, gum and water, or by boiling oak
Inrk, gall nuts and iron filings in vinegar.
Still others, more skilled, followed strange
recipes for the making of colors, many
of which had a marvelous beauty and
permanence that would be difficult to
equal today. The writing was done in
small cells, "carrello", in the scriptorium
or writing room, or occasionally in the
open cloister.
The finer liturgical books were generally entrusted to twelve mature monks,
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well-trained in calligraphy, and known a s
"antiquarii."
T h e commoner forms of
writing were by monks and novices called
"librarii" who wrote with dispatch but
not with great accuracy or beauty. T h e
proof was read by the most intelligent
scribes, and often by the abbot. In rare
instances, the transcriptions in monasteries were done by lay scribes and from
dictation. The rules forbade any scribe
to write without permission, and, if appointed to write, he could not refuse. Unwilling scribes were deprived of their
wine and were often fettered and placed
on a diet of bread and water until the
assigned task was completed. The average
medieval scribe lacked the present day
printer's ideal of fidelity to copy. H e frequently misspelled or omitted words, and
at times he even changed the sense if he
thought it could be improved. H e worked
slowly, producing on the average of a
little over two pages in six working hours.
W e admire not only the uniformity and
persistence of the bookhands which were
frequently spread over a wide territory,
and used over a period of several centuries, but also the beauty of the writing
which so often departs from the purely
utilitarian, the legible and the easily
made characters, thus giving us the in]pression of having been practiced for the
sake of the art alone. When the scribe's
work was con~pleted,it was turned over
to the ribricator, illuminator and miniator
to put in initial letters which were decorated with pen flourishes, with burnished
gold or with miniatures.
Of all the arts embodied in the medieval book, the work of the illuminator and
the miniator attract us first and impress
us most. These artists borrowed from
other arts and crafts. T h e decorations of
the Celtic manuscripts were unquestionably taken from the elaborate braided and
enameled gold work. The formal figures
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in Byzantine manuscripts show the influence of the mosaic murals. The delicate
figures against diapered backgrounds in
French manuscripts reflect the contemporary stained glass windows. Many of
the later Flemish and Italian miniatures
were actually executed by the noted panel
painters of the day, outstanding among
whom were the artists Hans Memlinc and
Perugino, the teacher of Raphael.
There are more unknown than known
artists of the manuscript book. Among
those whose names have been preserved,
it is surprising to find the names of many
nuns whose great skill was recognized
far and wide. I n the fifth century, S.
Melania distinguished herself by the exactness and beauty of her transcription ;
in the ninth, there were two abbesses,
Harlinde and Renilde; in the eleventh,
Diemude and Hercula; and in the twelfth,
one, Gita. There is a long list of men
scribes and illuminators whose works
were admired in their time, and, in some
cases, are still preserved to us.
When we review all the difficulties and
dangers that jeopardized the scribes and
their work in the past, it is amazing that
so many of their products still exist. Even
among the writers themselves in the monasteries, jealously destroyed manuscripts
as in St. Gallen's where the skilled monk,
Sindolf, in a rage, cut into bits a fellow
monk's beautifully written book, the result of several years' work. There were
the ravages of fire, dampness, mice and
men. In England, in 1536, Parliament
dissolved 616 monasteries. The French
laws of 1790 suppressed 1,075 abbeys.
Italy, by the year 1882, had disbanded
2.255 houses. Under such decrees the
precious manuscripts were burned or
ruthlessly sacrificed-sometimes
serving
such menial purposes as wrappings for
meat, the lining of gloves, or cleaners for
shoes at the hands of the looting mobs.
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"New books" by new authors were rare
occurrences in medieval times. The complexities, trials and tribulations which
confront author and publibher alike in
launching a new book today would have
completely disrupted a scriptorium. Even
now the layman is amazed when informed
of the innumerable steps that must be
taken, the decisions that must be made,
and the operations that must be performed. The literary agent, who helps
the author select and enter the right publisher's offices ; arrange for copyright, national and international ; check contracts,
which may even include clauses regulating
newspaper serial\, motion picture rights
and radio releases, help publicity and advertising campaigns, is a new development
of the twentieth century. More revolutionary, however, were the inventions of the
last century :-the power press, paper in
rolls, rotary printing, automatic press
feeding devices, typesetting and binding
machines. I t is now possible to print several hundred thousand Biblcs in a single
day on a single press. These can be put
on the market for less than sixteen cents
a copy, as contrasted with the work on
which a monk labored several years in
transcribing, illuminating and binding one
copy at a cost 15,000 times as great.
The speed and low cost of modern book
production are not the only marked differences between manuscript books and
the fine printed volumes of today. The
problems and concepts of the "hook
builder" also include many strange facts.
H e can vary the size of his book, select
his paper from many weights, textures
and tints. decide either on a recutting of
typeface created 400 years ago or on one
designed as recently as a few months ago,
plan to set his copy by hand or by machine, and choose a dozen different
processes of printing from type to colored
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offset. Furthermore, he can entrust the
illustrations to an artist, who can interpret
the text as an actor interprets his lines;
and he can select binding materials which
are attractive and durable. The modern
book builder can thus embody the soul of
the book in a setting peculiarly appropriate to itself.
There is now a happy relationship between the author and the typographer
which did not before exist. I n the manuscript period, as well as in the first centuries of the printed book, it was impossible, at a short distance, to tell
whether the volume was a Bz'ble, the
Justinian Code, or Livy's History of
R o m e . Private presses for years had a
uniform design. Morris' format for
Spenser's Shefheardes Calendar is not
readily distinguishable, except for size,
from Shelley's Poeti'cal W o r k s . Cobden
Sanderson's Shakespcarc's S o n n e t s might
easily be confused with the P s a l m of
David, as far as the typographical expression is concerned. The uniform ideal
of a private press and of a printing house
has been a difficult one t o modify. From
time immemorial books have reflected
their age and have embodied a tradition;
now an ever increasing number of books
reflect their author and their text, as we!:
as a current style.
Yesterday, the arts of the book appealed to the aristocracy and the cultured
f e w ; today the arts of the book appeal
to the masses. W e know that culture is
a part of the lives of all, because everywhere the reading habit is growing. Many
subscribe to book clubs; some collect
finely printed editions ; and still others are
interested in the inexpensive but fine reprints on the bookseller's lists. Thus
"Beauty and the Book" play a more important role than ever before in molding
society and in developing standards of
taste.

MICROFILM READING MACHINES1
By D. H. LITCHFIELD
Supervisor, Periodicals and Microfilms, Columbia University Libraries
and
M. A. BENNETT
Supervisor, Department of Binding and Photography, Columbia University Libraries,
New York, New York

Part IV. Technical and Professional Criteria for Choosing a
Reading Machine
NLY Nostradamus knows what
the postwar world will be like,
and even he has not revealed
much about the reading machines of the
future. Any full-time library prophet can
predict that after the war every national
library conference will include a reading
machine show. Remember the automobile
shows, with their glittering metals, vases
of American beauties, string quartets,
dapper salesmen, and town cars with a
moonshine polish? Just possibly our reading machine show will lack some of these
Sybaritic touches, but surely there will be
enough rival manufacturers and interested librarians to ensure its success.
At least two librarians have prepared a
list of technical points by which to evaluate the new models. First of all we shall
look for a solidly constructed case.
Whether it is a floor or table model, let it
be so rigid that the reader can bump
against it without throwing the image out
of focus. Preferably,the only moving parts
visible are the winding mechanism, focusingscrew or lever, and scanning arm. All
other movable or moving parts are safe
inside the head or behind the screen.
TRANSLUCENT SCREEN

That brings up the fundamental proposition: whether the screen is to be translucent or opaque. There are sound arguments in favor of each type. Public serv1 Copyright 1943 by Dorothy Hale Litchfield and

Mary Angela Bennett.

ice librarians are apt to prefer the translucent screen because it is in a more natural position for the reader who uses it.
Furthermore, when a film is greatly reduced or has poor contrast the user may
hold a reading glass as close to the image
as he likes. A third advantage is that
machines of this type are compact in design. The reader can wind and focus the
film while he is sitting at the machine.
The librarian has found that the translucent screen is easier to keep clean, as
the glass can be wiped with window cleaning fluid. Also the proximity of the
screen to the winding mechanism makes
it easy to watch the image as the film is
being loaded.
On the red side of the ledger there is
the greater construction cost of the translucent screen and its front surface
mirrors. A second objection is that transmitted light is brighter and therefore
harder on the eyes than reflected light. I t
has been said that the reader is, in effect,
looking directly into a 100-watt bulb. The
fact is that between that bulb and the
reader's eyes there are a heat filter, from
one to three mirrors, a translucent screen
and the microfilm itself. And when the
film is a negative it cuts off all the light
surrounding the image.
Perhaps this objection to the translucent screen will be met by a new kind
of glass or plastic that minimizes the glare
and allows for an even distribution of
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light. Then there will be no more hot
spots, those areas of intense light that
appear on some screens when viewed
from any angle.
Whatever the material of the translucent screen, it should be rigid. Any kind of
plastic tends to warp under the heat, and
so cause a distortion of the image. The
sheet of translucent material must be reinforced by glass, and the contact between
the plastic and glass will have to be perfect so that Newton rings1 cannot form.
OPAQUE SCREEN

Will the reading machines of the future
solve these problems or will they all go
over to opaque screens? Proponents of
this type of screen point to the undeniable
fact that it is cheaper to construct. The
six models so far designed have had
screens of paper, cardboard, plastic, or
painted metal. A metal screen has to be
coated with a good grade of paint to
withstand frequent washings. If the paint
chips or cracks it will spoil the reading
surface. One other point about the paint:
it should be sprayd on instead of applied with a brush. The surface of a reading machine screen must be free from
even minute irregularities.
Paper and cardboard screens present
their own problems. The best paper surface for projection is glossy, but hard on
the eyes. White paper is taboo for the
same reason. W e then have dull paper.
and a tinted finish such as light blue or
green. This is less apt to produce visual
fatigue but it cuts down the light reflected from the screen and results in a
dimmer image. A halftone projection
screen would be excellent, if it were installed so that it could be rolled up when
not in use. I t could run through slots at
either side to prevent curling at the edges.
The outstanding objection to opaquescreen machines, from the librarian's
-

1 N e w t o n r i n g s , rainbow-hued formations
screen t h a t look like oil spots.

on

the

[Se,tcmbe,-

point of view, is that they are inconvenient for the reader. If the angle of the
screen is great enough so that the reader
can see it without craning his neck, the
image is apt to be distorted at the top.
If it is a lesser angle and avoids distortion, the reader must lean forward to look
under the overhanging hood. The designer
of such a machine ought to be sentenced
to use it for a three-hour period sornetime. (Make him use it with a film of
a mediaeval Latin manuscript, on which
he would like to use a reading glass but
cannot because the glass would be directly
in the path of light.) Perhaps the future
opaque-screen machines will solve this by
setting the head at a different angle and
using a counterbalance, or by changing
the position of the head and employing
a mirror.
Another factor that causes discomfort
is the position of the winding handle.
which on one opaque-creen model is 30
inches above the base. The reader must
lift his arm over his head every time he
wishes to turn the film. If he is scanning
a newspaper film, exhaustion soon sets in.
THE L E N S

Let us leave the perennially debatable
subject of the screen and examine the
lens. W e shall expect it to be corrected
for astigmatism, for spherical aberration,
and since future film of books may be
colored, it should also have color correction. Might as well add correction
for curvature of field, unless the reading
machine screen is convex! A lens that
will magnify the image from 12 to 24
times . . . but wait . . . perhaps all the
laboratories are going to adopt the latest
practice of filming only half a newspaper
page on one frame. Then our need for a
24x en!argement is over.
Along with the lens we need a reflector,
at least two condensers, and a heat filter.
The reflector and condensers to exact the
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maximum of efficiency from the light, the
heat filter to prevent the microfilm from
burning.
FOCUSING M E C H A N I S M

The focusing mechanism comes next.
O u r hope is for a micrometer screw on
every reading machine. This permits a
fine adjustment of the lens and is easy to
operate. But it must be designed with a
relationship to the position of the lens
which cannot be managed on certain types
of machine, and which many designers
do not consider justifiable. Very well
then,-a rack and pinion, or a worm and
gear mount for focusing. A t least let it
be some kind of precision screw, not
simply a lever that turns a lens in a helicodidal mount.
F I L M GATE

Now for the film gate and its aperture.
T h e reader should be able to tell without
fumbling just where the flats separate.
The beveled edges of the flats are misleading to the eye. Many a reader tries to insert his film underneath or behind a flat
instead of between the two when they are
open. Could the edges be painted black?
The aperture is all-important. W e shall
expect it to be large enough to permit
reading of non-perforate film out to the
edge. A real boon would be an adjustable
aperture to allow the reader to mask the
frame or any part of it at all times.
WINDING MECHANISM

Next, the winding mechanism. The
gods have smiled on the Argus and
Recordak model C,-what
machine will
they favor next? Only these two have a
mechanism that is firm, easily accessible,
simple to manipulate, and readily comprehensible. It sounds like an exigent standard, but other manufacturers have recognized its validity and tried to attain it.
W e think their failures have been directly
traceable to their lack of familiarity with
the type of + - s o n who uses a reading

machine. One of the scholar's notable
characteristics is a lack of mechanical
aptitude.
Another problem which no doubt will
be solved in the future is that of the
double retractable flat, operating mechanically at a turn of the handle. I n fact
the flats ought to open before the film
begins t o move at all. O n reading machines today only one flat retracts. Every
time a film is projected, horizontal
scratches drive across it like fine rain.'
This is especially detrimental to the emulsion side. If all microfilm were either
negative or positive and all books were
filmed in the same direction, and if all
reading machines were constructed with
a winding mechanism holding the reels in
the same position,-then,
and only then,
would film always be wound with the
emulsion side toward the retractable flat.
Scratches also would always be on the
non-emulsion side.
Small, one-man laboratories in libraries
being the rule and likely to remain so for
some time to come, we may as well recognize that these filming units will resist
standardization. It is the reading machines, not the microphotographers, who
will be cut to a pattern. Then let us have
machines that will avoid all contact with
both sides of the film while it is in motion.
ELECTRIC CURRENT

If at some future reading mnchine
show we do find a model that measures
up, we shall not be surprised i f it costs
several hundred dollars. With such a sum
at stake, we must check one more point
before recommending it for purchase.
This time it is the question of electric
current. If the machine's only electrical
part is an electric light bulb of standard
1 F o r a goo$' picture of this see fix. 4 in Welirr

and Hill, Care of
films in lihraries".
standards, Research
f r o m the Journal of
ber 1936.)

filmslides and motion-picturr
( U . S. h'ational birrcart o f
paper R P 9 4 2 .
Reprinted
research 17:753-758. Novetn-
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voltage, we have nothing about which to
worry. But if the manufacturer has
chosen to utilize a motor or rheostat that
operates on only one type of current
(4.C. or D.C.), we had better check on
the current supplied in our own library
building. Some electrical appliances run on
A.C., some on D.C., and some on either.
T o overlook this is to risk the sad discovery that you have bought a costly machine that will run only on the one D. C.
outlet in the building, perhaps on the lecture hall platform !
COST OF OPERATION
Let us suppose the librarian has carefully considered the technical points of
whatever machines are on the market and
has narrowed his choice to two models
which vary in price by fifty dollars.
There is one item in the ultimate cost that
does not figure in the advertising literature. A reading machine should be easy
to operate. As every librarian knows,
the basic principle of library economy is
low-cost operation. I t is so drilled into us
from our salad days that we automatically
save scraps of paper and ends of string.
Probably in the top desk drawer of every
librarian with administrative experience
there is a collection of small screws, nuts
and bolts that fit into the library machinery somewhere. Frugally, he keeps them
against the day when a requisition will
cross his desk for just such an object.
The librarian of one of the largest public libraries in the country once remarked
that you can get the taxpayers to erect
a marble palace for a library building but
you cannot raise a tax appropriation large
enough to maintain it suitably. No reading machine will ever have library support
if it takes a mechanical genius to operate
it. The cost in staff time of instructing
new assistants is too great, when we consider that they must learn not only how
to operate the machine but how to take

care of it.
PORTABILITY

Two portable models have been placed
on the market and one of them has been
advanced as the ideal machine simply
because it is portable. A scholar likes it
because he can carry it back and forth between his study and his home ; a business
firm buys it for research workers to use
in their offices. We think that in a library
the portable reading machine is a luxury
item. Librarians, trained to budget
economy, expect to get years of wear out
of any machine costing almost a hundred
dollars. A prediction based on experience,
not clairvoyance, is that any reading machine loaned out to readers or carried
about the building will lead a colorful but
brief existence. I t will see life in all the
scholarly aspects, but not for long.
ACCESSORIES

I n the past, manufacturers have vied
with each other in offering stroboscopic
indexes, rewind gears, cartridges, patented reels, printing frames, metals with
special finishes and other advertisable accessories. W e would trade them all for a
film gate with both flats retractable and
mechanically operated, or a lens without
curvature of field. Until a machine is
designed to wind film without scratching it, and to project an image clear to
the edge of the film, let us forego the
ubiquitous gadget and the chromium trim.
TYPE OF MATERIAL O N FILM

The basic professional criterion for selecting a reading machine is the type of
material in the library's collections. Let
us be wary of such advertising phrases as
"for the individual scholar" and "the machine for library use". By whom are all
microfilms used if not by individual
scholars or research workers ?
The term "for library use" is even
more misleading. I t has been used to
imply that every library needs the most
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expensive reading machine that money They are waiting not only for the perfect
can buy. Suppose we have a library in reading machine but for the inexpensive
the natural, physical or medical sciences, color film.
where the microfilms are most likely to be
Historical societies and archives are
articles from scientific journals not owned not as exigent in their needs. Research
by the library. An average scientific jour- workers in these institutions often use
nal is about 10 inches in height, a size films of oversize material such as public
which is generally filmed at about a l o x documents and broadsides from political
reduction (the printing reduced 10 campaigns. These may require a large
times). Therefore a machine with an en- reading screen for convenient reading.
largement no greater than 12x will be
In the general library of a large unisatisfactory for most of the library's versity the readers are working princifilms.
pally in the humanities and social sciences.
For the same reason a library serving In one day at Columbia they used films
the research laboratories of an industrial of such diverse material as holograph letfirm no doubt could manage with a 12x ters with the envelopes filmed in transreading machine. Trade journals of all verse position ; nineteenth century newskinds, even those in the field of agricul- papers; a mimeographed report on legalture where the journals grow to a height size paper; a batch of old telegrams (relaof 14 inches, are printed in such large tive to a governor's election) placed on
type that they can be filmed for projec- the film so that the text of every other
tion on the average reading machine.
one was upside down; and mediaeval
In contrast to this large, legible type, manuscript books. The latter are found
there is the daily paper with its columns mostly in European libraries, many of
of news and stock quotations in fine them on the continent. As distances there
print. A newspaper library needs a read- are comparatively short, the European
ing machine with the largest possible scholar travels to his source material or
magnification and the biggest available borrows it on interlibrary loan. Before
screen. As we have said elsewhere, some the advent of microfilm an American
experimentation is going on in filming scholar with antiquarian interests needed
newspapers half a page to a frame. Were a foundation grant to buy either a return
this practice generally adopted, it would ticket to Europe or the costly rotographs
revolutionize our conception of the "uni- that were the customary method of photoversal" reading machine. If the designers graphic reproduction.
When microfilm came in, many Eurodid not have to make provision for newspean
libraries and university towns set
paper films, a 16 to 18x reduction might
up
photographic
laboratories, i. e., they
be large enough for all purposes.
bought
a
copying
camera. As their own
What of libraries in museums and hisscholars
made
comparatively
little use of
torical societies? The research material
microfilm,
the
photographers
seldom saw
in art and archaeological museums init
on
a
reading
machine.
Their
first care
cludes a great deal of illustrative matter.
in
making
the
film
was
to
compress
as
Paintings, woodcuts, halftones and archimany
pages
into
as
short
a
filmstrip
as
tectural plans are unsatisfactory as negative films in any case. No black and white possible. This resulted in some highmicrofilm of a colored original is going reduction ratios that are microscopic on
to satisfy the needs of an art library. a 12x reading machine.
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Any university or college library where
there is graduate research should procure an all-purpose reading machine at
the outset. I t will save money in the long
run. The college or university librarian
who invests in a small machine is simply
adding it to the cost of the large one he
will eventually have to buy.
PROFESSIONAL STANDAKDS

After the librarian has begun to service microfilm he is a potential critic of
reading machine design. The firms building the machines have not as yet adopted
the practice of library supply houses,
whose representatives regularly call upon
librarians to ascertain whether or not
their products are satisfactory. Without
the mediation of a friendly salesman, librarians generally hesitate to advance any
technical suggestions to manufacturers.
W e might take encouragement from Mr.
James G. Hodgson who has astutely observed1 that
Librarians have a bent for abstract ideas.
Possessors of minds of this type do not
usually build good machines, nor do they
express clearly and accurately just what it
is that they want a machine t o do. I t is
not, therefore, a valid criticism, either of
this author or of librarians in general, that
inventors of equipment have not been able
to get a clear idea of exactly what the
librarian wants. On the other hand, a
librarian should attempt to be as helpful
as he can, even if he has to make tentative
essays into mechanical fields that might be
foreign to his temperament.

There is an untapped source of helpful suggestions among the librarians who
have been using reading machines. I n
1941 the Directory of microfilnz sources2
was published, in which a tabulation of
the reading machines reported shows that
in 1939-40 when the questionnaires were
filled out there were
1 On

p. 258 of his article cited in the References.

2 Compiled by Ross C. Cibella under the auspices

of the Committee on Microfilming and Documentation of Special Libraries Association. Published by S. L. A. 56p.
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Argus in 55 libraries
Recordaks (models A & B) in 33 libraries
Optigraphs in 9 libraries
Micro Newsreaders in 3 libraries3

The twelve additional libraries reported
machines but did not specify the kind or
else said they were using improvised machines and lantern slide projectors. Here
are librarians in 93 libraries using 129
reading machines. They have been using
them for five or more years; 14 of them
have been using machines of more than
one kind. A consensus of their experiences and suggestions might go a long
way toward solving the two most important professional problems relating to the
reading machine : adaptability to the reader's use and less wear and tear on the
microfilms we are trying to preserve.
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3 The

Micro Kewsreader first announced in June
1939, had not been on' the market long enough
to compete in sales with the other three machines.

EVENTS and PUBLICATIONS
A great boon to libraries, government agencies and legal and historical associations and
societies is the announcement of the publication,
in October 1943, of the LIST A N D INDEXOF THE
PRESIDENTTAL
EXECUTIVE
ORDERS(Work Projects Administration, Federal Works Agency,
New York, N. Y., Hastings House, 2 vols.
$12.50). T h e significance of Executive Orders
is self-evident; many governmental agencies,
particularly emergency agencies, have their
origin in Executive Orders; functions and regulations of Federal departments are set forth in
Execntive Orders ; governmental activities and
* * *
powers
can be traced to the authorities contained
Librarians connected with the food trade will
in Executive Orders ; Executive Orders play an
I N FOOD
A N D GROCERY
be interested in FACTS
DISTR~BUTTON.
This pamphlet presents a sum- ever-increasing part in the history of the National government, yet this is the first index of
mary of basic information and statistics in food
the
Executive Orders issued prior to March 14,
distribution as of January 1943. The text out1936, the date of the first issue of the Federal
lines the changes taking place in food stores
while the industry is adjusting to war condi- Register, published by the National Archives.
The publication covers the numbered Executions, gives information on the decline in numtive
Orders 1-8030 for the period 1862 to 1938
ber of stores, women employees, new help, manpower, sales increases, self-service, food sales and consists of two volumes, Volume 1 being
and other phases of the industry. (New York, the topical index with each item indicating the
year and number of the Order and Volume 2
N. Y., The Progressive Grocer, 1943. 23p.)
being a numerical list of the Orders, each listing
* * *
giving the number of the Order, its date of
The results of a Twentieth Century Fund issuance and a brief abstract of its subject matsurvey on wartime changes in the nation's econ- ter. It is a carefully prepared index with adeomy and probable postwar problems in eleven quate sub-headings and cross-references and
major fields of American life have been pub- should be an excellent companion to the Federal
lished for study and discussion. I t is edited by Register and Code of Federal Regulations in
Evans Clark, under the title WARTIMEFACTSthat the Federal Register contains only those
A N D POSTWAR
PROBLEMS.(New York, N. Y., Orders of general applicability whereas this inTwentieth Century Fund, 1943. 50&.)
dex is all inclusive.
The

July-August 1943 issue of SPECJAL
contains the papers and reports presented at S L A Thirty-fifth Annual convention
in New York, N. Y., June 22-24, 1943. Those
attending this Wartime Conference will wish a
permanent record of the happenings there, while
those who were not so fortunate will want all
the more to know what took place at this outstanding convention. Copies of the 168-page
Proceedings issue may be secured for $1.10
(including postage) from S L A Headquarters,
31 East 10th St., New York, N. Y.
LIBRARIES

*

*

*

The Publications Committee of Colorado
College, Colorado Springs, Colorado, regrets to
announce that the Colorado College publications
"Studies Series" has been discontinued with
No. 33 for the duration of the war. I t is expected that following the war, when more time
will be available for research, the "Studies
Series" will again be published.

*

*

*

*

*

*

W A R PLANES
OF ALL NATIONS,by William
Winter (New York, N. Y., Crowell, 1943. 418p.
$3) is a well-planned source of information on
the planes of the United States, Great Britain,
Russia, France, Holland, Germany, Italy and
Japan. Each plane is described and many are
illustrated by three-view plans and photographs.

*

*

*

The student of contemporary thought will
The revised edition of MATIIEMATICS
DIC- find in TWENTIETH
CENTURY
PHILOSOPHY,
edited
TIONARY,by Glenn and Robert C. James (Van by Dagobert D. Runes, an overview of presentNuys, Cal., Digest Press, 1943. 327p. $3) is day philosophical trends. The carefully chosen
invaluable in reading any book that uses matheand elaborated essays cover practically the enmatics. Examples, illustrations, formulas and tire field of modern philosophy. (New York,
tables are included.
N. Y., Philosophical Library, 1943. 571p. $5.)
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The process of constructing aircraft is simply
explained in Thomas A. Dickinson's AIRCRAFT
CONSTRUCTION
HANDBOOK
(New York, N. Y..
Crowell, 1943. 23713. $2.50). A glossary gives
a complete index of words and terms used in
aircraft parlance.

*

*

*

EXPERIMENTS
I N ELECTRONICS
A N D COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING,
by E. H. Schulz and
L. T. Anderson, was originally designed as a
text for Signal Corps Training Schools. Basic
circuit theory, electronics, communication networks, radio and ultra-high-frequency are discussed. (New York, N. Y., Harper, 1943.
381p. $3.)

*

*

*

APPLIEDMATHEMATICS
SOR TECHNICAL
STUDENTS,by Murlan S. Corrington, is a new addition to the Rochester Technical Series. Answers
to exercises are included at the end of the text.
(New York, N. Y., Harper, 1943. 226p. $2.20.)

*

*

*

FROM WARTO PEACEECONThe TRANSITION
(International Documents Service, League
of Nations Publication 1943.II.A.3, 118p. $1.) is
the work of a group of distinguished economists, under the auspices of the Economic, Financial and Transit Department of the League of
Nations. I t analyzes the effects of war economy and the problems of the transition from
war to peacetime economy. I t also recommends
measures that must be taken to avert a second
world depression and to establish an enduring
and peaceful world economic order.
OMY

*

*

*

TAXINGTO PREVENT
INFLATION
(New York,
N. Y., Columbia University Press, 1943. 236p.
$2.75), by Carl Shoup, Milton Friedman and
Ruth Mack, presents an explanation of techniques for estimating revenue requirements. I t
is of interest not only to economists, but also to
every taxpayer who wishes a clear picture of the
issues involved when Congress debates the huge
wartime tax bills.

*

*

*

Laurence Vail Coleman, Director of the
American Association of Museums, has explained for business men, in COMPANY
MUSEUMS
(Washington, D. C., American Association of
Museums, 1943. 173p. $2.50), the nature and
usefulness of company museums. The appendix
describes 80 such museums.

A new 3rd edition of the ACCOUNTANTS'
HANDBOOK
(New York, N. Y., Ronald Press,
1943. 1510p. $7.50) covers the entire range of
commercial and financial accounting. I t gives
in compact form the latest established and accepted principles on the subject of accountancy.

The American Library Association has published a 32-page pamphlet to advertise the opportunities offered to public library users.
Library statistics are depicted by many attractive pictograms which might well be noted
for special library publicity.
(Chicago, Ill.,
1943.)

The ENGINEERIKG
INDEX,58th edition, covers all branches of engineering with over 25,000
annotations of i m p r t a n t articles published in
current technical periodical literature during the
year and approximately 40,000 cross-references
to these annotations. (New York, N. Y., Engineering Index, Inc., 1942. $50.)

The Policyholders Service Bureau of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has made
AND
a study on METHODSOF STIMULATING
MAINTAINING
EMPLOYEE
MORALE(New York,
N. Y., 1943. 53p. Free t o policyholders)
based on information secured through cooperation of 45 corporations and from 400 employee
magazines.

Charles H. Cugle's PRACTICAL
NAVIGATION
(New York, N. Y., Dutton, 1943. 751p. $7)
has been revised and brought completely up-todate by Lieut. Commander I. J. Stephens. I t
will prove useful to all navigators and especially to the Coast Guard and Merchant Marine
forces.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Tests of the plan for postwar international
monetary stabilization as submitted by the
United States experts and also texts of the
British plan on the same subject can be found
in the Federal Reserve Bullefin, June 1913,
pages 501-521, under the heading "Postwar International Monetary Stabilization". (Washington, D. C., Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A HANDBOOK
OF' LIFE INSURANCE
has been
published by G. P. Putnam's Sons in collaboration with the Institute of Life Insurance (New
York, N. Y., 1943. 64p.). It is designed to
give the policyholder and the public generally a clearer understanding of life insurance.
The operation of the insurance plan is explained in general terms and attention is directed
to insurance matters most frequently misunderstood by the public.
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POSTWARPLANNING. Compiled by Central
Reference Department, Automotive Council
ABSENTEEISM
- LABOR. Compiled by Helen
for W a r Production. (Detroit, Mich., June
Basil, for the War Activities Committee of the
1943, 51p.)
Illinois Chapter of Special Libraries AssociaPOSTWARPLANNINGFOR INDUSTRY. (Pubtion. (1943, 4p.)
lished by Cleveland Public Library in BusiACCESSKIN.LIST No. 6. (Published by the
ness Information Sources, July 1943, pp. 17War and Defense Information Center, Cleve20, lo$.) Annotated.
land Public Library, in What's N e w on W a r
and Defense, July 1, 1943, 38p.)
SEPTEMBER FORECASTS OF
BOSTONAGENCIESA N D ORGANIZATIONS
ACTIVE
I N POSTWAR
PLANNING.Compiled by Mary
Watkins Dietrichson. (Published in Boston
Chapter (SLA) N e w s Bulletin, May 1943,
(Where the publisher has supplied the price
P. 2.)
and a brief description of the book, these have
ELECTRONIC
USES I N INDUSTRY.Compiled by
been included.)
W. C. White. Published in Electronic Indutries, June 1943. (New York, N. Y., 480 A N AMERICANDILEMMA, by G. Myrdal.
Harper, 2 v. Probable price $7.50. "This
Lexington Ave.)
book is the over-all summary of the entire
FAMILYI N WARTIME. Compiled by Doris L.
Carnegie Study of the American Negro and
Hoit. (Published in The Booklist, May 1,
is the most thorough, up-to-date and pene1943. Chicago, Ill., American Library Assotrating analysis of the Negro problem which
ciation, 2 p.) Annotated.
has yet appeared in this country."
LIBRARY
PUBLICITY
LITERATURE.Compiled to
ENGINEERING:
BASIC ANALYSIS,
1941 by Kenneth R. Shaffer; revised to 1943 ELECTRICAL
by E. M. Strong. Wiley. $4.00.
hy Public Relations Division, American LiELEMENTARY
QUALITATIVE
ANALYSIS,
by B. E.
brary Association.
(Chicago, Ill., 6p.)
Hartusch. Wiley. Probable price $2.50.
Annotated.
RADIOEXPERIMENTS,
by R. C.
MANPOWER.Compiled by Central Reference FUNDAMENTAL
Higgy. Wiley. Probable price $1.50.
Department, Automotive Council for W a r
OF NUTRITION
A N D DIETETICS
:
Production. (Detroit, Mich., March 1943, FUNDAMENTALS
A WORKBOOK,
by A. Dent. Wiley. Probable
29~.
OF A N INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS price $2.00.
OFFICELIBRARY
FOR THE BUSINESSMAN,
by E. Van
EXECUTIVE.
Prepared by Helen Baker. GEOGRAPHY
Cleef. Harper. Probable price $3.00. "The
(Princeton, N. J., Princeton University, Ingreat variety of geographical facts and madutrial Relations Section, 1943, 33p.) Anterials with which the business man must
notated.
cope are here described in a way to assure
OFFICIALWAR PUBLICATIONS;
guide to state,
that the geographical approach is most profitfederal and Canadian publications, v. 5. Comablv used."
piled by Jerome K. Wilcox. (Berkeley, Cal.,
FREQUENCY
ENGINEERUniversity of California, Bureau of Public HYPERA N D ULTRAHIGH
ING, by R. I. Sarbacher and W . A. Edson.
Administration, 1943, 252p.)
Wiley. Probable price $5.50.
PUBLICATIONS
OUTSTANDING
U. S. GOVERNMENT
OF NORTHAMERICA,
by H. W.
OF 1942.
Compiled by Carl H. Melinat. INDEXFOSSILS
Shimer and R. R. Shrock. Wiley. Probable
Published in Wilson Library Bulletin, June
price $20.00.
1943, pp. 826-831.) Annotated.
CHEMISTRY,
by W. T. Read. 3rd
FOR WARTIMEPRO- INDUSTRIAL
PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT
ed. Wiley. Probable price $5.00.
DUCTION;
Part 111, the workers themselves,
DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS,
by E.
their placement, induction, the part they can INTERMEDIATE
D. Rainville. Wiley. Probable price $2.75.
play. (Published by Cleveland Public LiRY
OF EXPLOSIVE
CHEMISTRY,
hrary in Business Information Sources, May L A B O R A ~MANUAL
1943, pp. 13-16, 104). Annotated.
by A. L. Olsen and J. W. Greene. Wiley.
Probable price $1.75.
PLANSFOR SECURITY.Compiled by Dorothy C.
A N D CUTTINGOILS FOR MACHINE
Tompkins. Postwar Bibliographies no. 1. LUBR~CANTS
(Berkeley. Cal., University of California,
Toots, by W. G. Forbes. Wiley. Probable
price $1.50.
Bureau of Public Administration, 1943, Ilp.)
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LUBRICATION
OF INDUSTRIAL AND MARINE SYNTHETIC
RESINS A N D SYNTHETIC
RUBBERS,
Wiley.
MACHINERY,by W. G. Forbes.
by P . 0. Powers. Wiley. Probable price
Probable price $3.50.
$3.75.
MINJBALS : THCIRIDENTIFICAT~ON,
USES, A N D
THEAIR FUTURE-A PRIMEROF AEROPOLITICS.
H O W TO COLLECTT H E Y , by H . S. Zim aizd
by B. Hershey. Duell, Sloan & Pearce, Inc.
E. K. Cooper. Harcourt, Brace & Co. $3.00.
$2.75. "It is believed that this is the first
"This book contains not only basic informaauth0ritatii.e general survey of the future of
tion about minerals, but all the necessary
the air, which will make or break the world
data on how to become a collector. A most
as we know it. T h e author brings to this voluseful addition is a geographical list telling
ume a wealth of knowledge and experience
where interesting mineral deposits are logained ovcr. a period of more than a quarter
cated in each of the forty-eight states."
of a century as a foreign correspondent for
NETHERLAXDS
A M ~ I C Iby
, P. H. Hiss. Duell,
leading American newspapers."
Sloan & Pearce, Inc. $3.50. "Netherlands
T H E COMFI.ETEJEF~XRSOK,
assembled and arAmerica is an ahsorbing and profound study
ranged by S. K. Padover. Ducll, Sloan &
of the territories of our Dutch Allies in the
Pearce, Inc. $5.00. "Page after page throws
Western Hemisphere, from the d i s c o ~ e r yof
light not only on the history of the nation hut
the New World by Columbus 450 years ago
Upon its development, its political and ecoto the present day."
nomic promise to the world."
NEW SCHDOI,~
FOR A NEW CULTURE,
by C. B I .
T H E MUSTCLOVER'SHAXDBOOK,
edited by E.
MacConnell, E. 0. Melby and C. 0. Arndt.
Siegmeister. IlJilliam hiorrow & Co. P r o h .
Harper. Probable price $2.50. "A truly
able price $4.00. "A lively stimulating hoclk
fresh examination of the democratic challenge
presenting music as a living and growing
art. I t brings together a meeting of the
to high school education in terms of the new
minds, a juxtaposition of various points of
methods used in the Evanston-Illinois High
view that nil1 add not only information bur
School with conspicuous success in reccn;
richness and pleasure to the lover of music."
years."
Trlz FACE
or THC NATION,by A. Cooke. Duell,
OUT OF THE KITCHEN-INTO THE WAR, by
Sloan & Pearce, Inc. $2.75. "Ilere is the
S . B. Anthony 11. Stephen Daye, Inc. $2.50.
picture of what war has done to the Unitcd
"Susan B. Anthony I won for American women
States, its people and its landscape."
the right to vote. Now Susan B. Anthony I1
T H E UNEMPLOYED
: INTERPRETATION
A K D CASE
has written what may well prove to be a
STUDIES,by E. Ginzberg. Harper. Probable
new Magna Charta for her sex. H e r bookprice $4.00. "This study of numerous uncmt o be published in the midst of the greatest
ployed individuals represents a humani~ingoi
recruiting drive for women in the history of
the unemployment prohlcm in terms of how
this country-will
be an eye-opener for ofunemployment affects the lives of individuals
ficials and industrialists. F o r the women
and their families and describes the consethemselves, too, who will learn here in prequences of relief."
cise detail just how they can pitch in and
UNION RIGHTSA N D UNIONDUTIES,by J. Seidhelp."
man. Harcourt, Brace & Co. Probable price
PATENTL A W (for chemists, engineers and stu$2.50. "This book considers the problem of
dents), by C. F. Biesterfeld. Wiley. Probable
union responsibility t o members, employers,
price $2.75.
and the public, in the broadest possible sensc.
PHILOSOPHY
A N D RELIGION,by E. Frank. OxI t deals with financial as well as moral and
ford University Press. Probable price $2.50.
social responsibility."
"In this discussion of present day Philosophy
W H A T AMERICANS
T H I N K , by S . C. Menefee.
in its relation to Religion, the author examReynal & Hitchcock. $2.50. "The American
ines the question of how far the concepts of
people are not behind the government. They
religion can still have meaning and truth for
are ahead of it, trying to pull it along the
modern man."
PRINCIPLESA N D APPLICATIONSOF ELECTRO- road to a better world. Here is perhaps the
fundamental difference between democracy
CHEMISTRY,
by Creighton and Koehler. Vc l
and fascism. The democratic people pull. T h e
I : Principles, by H . J Creighton. 4th ed
fascists are pushed. This is the exciting
Wiley. Prohable price $5.00.
message that Mr. Menefee brings back from
STATISTTCAL
ADJUSTMENT
OF DATA, by W. E .
his 15,000 mile pilgrimage t o America."
Derning. Wiley. Probahle price $3.50.

Announcements
OW1 American Library in London, England
Symbolizing the exchange of ideas by the
democracies, a special reference library attached
to the American Embassy in London has been
opened by the Office of W a r Information. I t
contains more than 2,000 books and more than
200 American periodicals. T h e field covered is
wide, and although the biggest section is devoted
to economic subjects there is a large selection
of books devoted t o Anlerican sociology, including special exhibits of American text books;
books on school buildings, functional design and
equipment : books on housing, town planning,
reconstruction, geography and politics. A c o n prehensive collectioa of directories, export regulations and official reports is also available.
Besides the improvement of secondary communications between England and the United
States the activities of the library include that
of working with authors, writers and researchers in subjects ranging from United States advertising, commercial procedure, production
methods, problems of absenteeism, to developments in United States medicine and science.
,411 thcse activities are aided through a special
arrangement whereby full reports of American
events a r e photographed and then sent over by
plane, thus supplementing, where necessary, initial cable reports.
T h e work of this O W 1 Library is carried on
in close cooperation with the American Library
Association, the Library of Congress and the
United States Commercial Attache in London.
Dr. Richard H . Heindel, Director of the Library, is on leave from the University of Pennsylvania, where he occupies the chair of Modern European History. Mrs. Beatrice C. Moran,
formerly of the Library of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia, has joined the staff of
this Library.
A Possible Reprinting of Saccardo's
"Sylloge Fungorum"
Will those who would be interested in the reproduction of Saccardo's classical Sylloge Fungorum in usable form please send their tentative subscriptions to Mr. John A. Stevenson,
Senior Mycologist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils and Agricultural Engineering, Beltsville,
Maryland.

New Acquisitions Department Established in
Library of Congress
The Library of Congress has established a
new Acquisitions Department in order "to provide a n administrative organization for the more
effective development of the Library's collections" (General Order 1188). I n accordance
with the Library's policy for grouping related
functions in single administrative units, all
activities and personnel concerned with the
selection, acquisition, accessioning and allocation of materials have been transferred to this
Department.

A New Welding Library at Ohio State
University
A new library on welding, believed the most
extensive in existence, has been established at
the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. I t
is the gift of Mr. A. F. Davis, Vice-president
and Secretary of the Lincoln Electric Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, and will be known as the "A.
F. Davis lvelding Library."
T h e Library, under the supervision of Mr.
J. R. Stitt, will be of special value t o industrial
designers, engineers, technicians and others interested in research or general information on

VACANCIES

- LIBRARIANS

We secure better positions f o r L i b r a n a m
-better Librarians f o r libraries W h e r e
yozr learn o f one lrarancy, w e learn o f
hundreds. Enroll w i t h us - the only
Librarians' A g n c y in the country
Founded 1914 at W i n d s o r , Conn. Send
f o r enrollment blank E.
AMERICAN LIBRARIANS' AGENCY
535 Fifth Avenue (Room 707).New York City

Library Paste
Permanent

Clean

Cream the Paste with the
brush. Spread thin. Card
pockets. book plates, and
even bindings will be
inseparably held.
A 2

02.

sample sent on request
o f any iibrarian

SANFORD INK CO.
Chicago

New York

No. 533 8 oz.
No. 534 5 02.
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MATHEMATICS DICTIONARY
by Prof. GLENN a n d ROBERT J A M E S

Excellent cross-references, diagrams, examples a n d tables. Indispensable t o one
using mathematics in a n y form. Thoroughly
covers t h e field of basic mathematics. H a s
been called "Ten text-books in one". Flexible o r non-flexible cover, 327 pp., $3.00.

THE DIGEST PRESS, Dept, 2-D.
VAN NUYS

CALIFORNIA

Expert Service on Magazine
Subscriptions for Special Libraries
Write for a free copy of Faxon's
Librarians' Guide.
Also odd numbers of magazines,
volumes, o r complete sets.

F. W.

FAXON COMPANY

83-91 Francis Street
Back Bay. Boston, Massachusetts

I
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the various forms of welding and their application to design, construction, manufacture or
maintenance of metal products and structures.
Students in the University's four-year course in
welding engineering will also find the library of
great benefit.
Obituaries

Elizahttb a. Vlatt
Elizabeth T.Platt, Geographer and Librarian
of the American Geographical Society, died on
May 22nd after a brief illness.
Miss Platt became a member of the staff of
the Society in 1920 after receiving training at
the Library School of Columbia University. She
was appointed assistant librarian in 1925 and
librarian in 1937 and was in large part responsible for the growth of the Library from 80,000
to 120,000 volumes. She wrote many articles
and bibliographical notes for the Geographical
Review, American Year Book and Social Science
Abstracts and since 1938 had edited Current
Geographical Publications, a bibliographical
monthly periodical of the American Geographi-cal Society, established largely through her
efforts.

I

WANTED 70 PURCHASE

Scientific Publications
Books Periodicals
Foreign-Domestic
Complete sets, runs. odd volumes
Please send me your List of Duplicate
Journals

WALTER J. JOHNSON
125 East 23rd Street. New York
Orchard 4-3015

1

I

Spanish Bookdealers
CASA FOLEY
5739 Fischer Avenue
Detroit. 13. Mich.
Imported
New

Used
SPANISH BOOKS

I

I

With the untimely death of Anita F. Levy
on July 3, 1943, the Association has lost a
devoted and active member. Miss Levy was a
native of San Francisco and a graduate of Pratt
Institute School of Library Science. For almost her entire professional life she was librarian of the Business Branch of the San Francisco
Public Library, having been appointed to that
position when the Business Branch was established, April 1929, in the new Russ Building.
During the past 14 years she has organized and
developed the resources of the library to give
excellent service to the business men of downtown San Francisco. Miss Levy's activities in
Special Libraries Association included serving
as President of the San Francisco Bay Region
Chapter in 1937-38 and as delegate to the
S.L.A. National Convention in 1938; Chairman of the Membership Committee of the San
Francisco Bay Region Chapter in 1929-30;
Chairman of the Union List Committee in 193839 to publish the Union List of Serials of the
San Francisco Bay Region; Secretary-treasurer
of the Public Business Librarians Group, 193940. She was also one of the contributors to
Brwiness a d the Public Library, edited by
Marian C. Manley for the Public Business Librarians Group. More than her service as Pres-
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ident and as a member of many committees, the
Chapter has valued her wise counsel in all
Association matters. Anita Levy will be greatly
missed by her many friends throughout the
Association.

dilinniP B @ e Znaylnr gnrk
I n the June 4, 1943 issue of Science there
was a n obituarv of Minnie White Tavlor York
which came as a shock to many of her friends
in S L A since they had not heard of her death
o n November 16, 1942, of old-fashioned "flu."
Mrs. York had not been in library work since
June 23, 1934, when she resigned as Librarian
of the Cleveland Museum of Natural History,
which position she had held since 1923, to marry
Professor Harlan H. York of the University
of Pennsylvania and move to Philadelphia. I t
was a suggestion of hers a t the convention of
S L A in 1928 that brought about the formation
of the Museum Group whose first meeting was
held the next year at the convention in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. York was born in Little Compton, R. I.,
in 1890. She attended Brown University from
which she received a n A. B. in 1913 and an
A. M. in 1916. She also attended the Graduate
School of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
and took extension work from the University
of Wisconsin. From 1913 to 1923 she was
assistant in the Office of Forest Pathology in
the Bureau of Plant Industry of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and was a capable
scientist.
In American Men of Sciel?ce her
specialties were given as white pine blister rust
and mildew and black spot of roses.
While in Cleveland, Mrs. York was active
in the local Chapter of SLA. She was President of the Chapter, 1928-1929, and held other
offices from time to time. Even after her marriage Mrs. York was interested in the Museum
Group and was always ready to talk over its
problems and, when asked, to give advice.
All who knew her, whether casually or intimately, will miss her gracious personality and
charm a n d sympathize with her mother and
husband in their loss.
Correction

T h e Editor regrets to report that due to an
error sighted too late for final correction, the
date of the 1943 S L A Convention appearing on
the front cover of the Proceedings issue, reads
July instead of June 22-24, 1943. Will those
having copies of this issue please make this
correction on their magazine.

Is Your Organization
Planning for Post-War?
Are these compilations of authoritative proposals, pro and con, on
your shelves?

Znternational Federation of Democracies. Johnsen. 263p. $1.25
Stresses mainly Streit's "Union Now."

The "Eight Points" of Post- W a r
World Reorganixation. Johnsen. 126p. 9 0 c
Is the "Atlantic Charter" too inclusive, inclusive enough? Both points
of view are presented.

Plans for a Post-War World.
Johnsen.

238p.

$1.25

A summary of most recent opinion on

how we can use our power at the
peace table to build an economic
peace that is just and enduring.

World Peace Plans. Johnsen.
$1.25
Brings the earlier material up to date
and supplements the three volumes
above.

All a r e Reference Shelf titles. E a c h
book is a compilation of a r g u m e n t s
p r o a n d con t h a t have been pronounced by recognized authorities. A
v o l u m e of t h e Reference Shelf is
priced a t $6. T h e c u r r e n t v o l u m e
contains seven titles a n d includes t h e
l a s t t h r e e of t h e five titles above.

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 University Avenue
New York 52, N . Y.
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GRAPHIC
MICROFILM
SERVICE, INC.
OURorganization has had
the privilege of serving a
number of America's great
libraries, institutions and industries in the past years.
We manufacture a complete
line of microfilm equipment
which
includes cameras,
reading machines, positive
printers
and
enlargers,
which equipment can be delivered on reasonable priorities.
Should your organization require work done on a service
basis, each of our offices has
some camera time which can
be devoted to such work. We
invite your further interest.

Graphic Microfilm Services, Inc.
Executive Office: 7 Dey Street
New York. 7. N. Y.
Regional Offices:
New England: Waltham, Mass.
Midwest: Chicago. Ill.
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AN AERONAUTICAL
REFERENCE LIBRARY
edited by
Willard K. Dennis, Librarian
Parks Air College, East St. Louis, Ill.
A basic list of approximately 800 titles for an reronautical reference library at a cost of $2,600. The
list is the result of the cooperative effort of eighteen
librarians engaged in this special field. I t i n c l u d u
name and address of publisher and price of eac6 volume, as a buying guide.
Of primary importance to all technical and aeronautical
libraries, as well as to college, university, public,
school, and special libraries with any technical collections. Of great value to air corps libraries a n d government training centers and to all persons interested in
this most rapidly expanding field.

May, 1943

32 pages

Price : $1.00, plus postage

Order f r o m

SPECLAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
81 East Tenth Street.
New York

When they a s k for

MARINE BOOKS

.. .have C ORNELL Books on hand !
The only company in America to publish maritime books exclusively, The
Cornell Maritime Press offers an outstanding list of informative books on
ship construction and operation, written by men who are foremost in their
respective fields. Such books are in
urgent demand today . . . make sure
YOUR library has them!
SUBJECTS COVERED:
Seamanship
Meteorology
Stowage
Signaltng
Engineering
Refrigeration
Electricit"
Steward's Department
Knots & Rope Work

Navigation & Piloting
Naval Reserve
Ship's Business
Naval Architecture
Ship Construction
Repair & Alteration
Blueprint Reading
Piping
Plant Protection

Send for FREE Catalogue Lirting All Title,

CORNELL
M A R I T I M E PRESS
2 4 1 W e s t 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.
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This war has thrown into relief one revealing
difference between Democracy and Nazismour foes lit bonfires with their books, while here
the people are flocking to the libraries in ever
increasing numbers.
-

-

*

Only enlightened men can be free-the light
our libraries shed is veritably a beacon- of
freedom. And as they are helping us today to
a clearer understanding of the ideologies in
conflict, so they will continue to help earnest
men and women everywhere when the time
comes to fashion a just and enduring peace.

+ Gaylord Bros.,

Inr. are proud of the
port they ore allowed to ploy in
equipping school and public libraries
--and now camp, hospital ond ship
librorie-ith
much of the furniture
and supplies indispensable h carry
on their vitol tasks.

U. S. GOVERNMENT
PERIODIC
PUBLICATIONS

1

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST
Current publications and releases of
the important government bureaus
and agencies. Givos title, frequency
of publication and form. Tells what
publications t o keep and what to
discard. Invaluable in keeping u p
t o date on government releases, so
important i n the war eEort.

Plus IOt postage and handling.
100 pages.
Planographed.
June 1942.

Publishers' Trade
List Annual
An important item in any series of
American trade bibliographies. If the
publisher is known it is possible to
verify a t once whether a book i s in
print and hence available with the exact list price. The bound volume
obviates t h e necessity for a file o f publishers' catalogs: also contains the rtdvsrtisements of many publishers with
short but important lists. The publishers also set forth i n their lists the books
which they publish in series, a n item
which is frequently wanted.
Contains the latest complete catalogs
of upward of 400 American publishers
arranged alphabetically. Issued yearly
in September.
Thick avo., thumb index, cloth.. .$3.50

R. R. BOWKER CO.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
31 East Tenth Street,
New York

62 WEST 45th

STREET

NEW YORK. 19, N. Y.
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LAW A N D C O M M E R C I A L

PRINTING
C O R P O R A T E F I N AN C l A L
A. C . P A N D I C K
MANAGER

-

-

NEW YORK OFFICE

NEW JERSEY DIVISION

PANDICK P R E S S , INC.
22 THAMES STREET

ARTHUR W . C R O S S , INC.
7 1 - 7 3 CLINTON STREET

NEW YORK, N . Y .

TELEPHONES

NEWARK. N . 3.

{ NEW
YORK-RECTOR
NEWARK - MARKET

This book printed b y Arthur

2-3477
9-4994

W. Cross, 2%.

%(,piemaekers
LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
74 Oraton Street

Branch Office:
580 Fifrh Avenue, New York

Hempstead, L. I., New York
RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal
recognition because of durability and attractive appearance.
THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, practical.
Prompt service is a specialty.
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians.

SPECIAL SERVICE for Special Libraries
We are prepared to supply our trade with almost any back numbered issue of
Technical Nagazincs or Trade Journals.
Send us your magazines for binding and let us worry about your missing
issues.
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PA&
A M E R I C A N AVIATION ASSOCIATES, INC.
A M E R I C A N
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Every Library Needs
Trains

Railroad Albums
containing invaluable
r e f e r e n c e material
Perfect reference material for artists,
photographers, historians, or those interested i n railroading where study or work
demands accurate, authentic detail of
cars, locomotives, tracks, etc.
Pictures a r e all action shots of trains
speeding across open prairies or chugging
up mountains, reproduced from fine screen
halftones on super high gloss paper displaying a clear photographic quality.
Pages a r e printed on one side for mounting purposes or for easy filing. All pictures
have been carefully selected for action,
detail and interest, from thousands of
photos submitted by amateur and professional photographers, by the editorial
staff of Model Railroader and Trains
Magazine, and publicity departments of
the railroad systems of America.
Every library should have 3 or 4 sets of
these concentrated source material albums. Send your orders now for prompt
delivery.
Each album-Eastern, Far
Western, Midwestern,

$1

